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Some facts about the Swedish labour market 
The Swedish labour market is characterised by strong organisations and the fact that 
wages and employment conditions are to a great extent regulated by collective 
agreements, binding under civil law. Approximately 80 per cent of all employees are 
trade union members. Employers are also highly organised. Conflicts between trade 
union organisations are very rare. Unlike many other countries, the Swedish labour law is 
to a high degree regulated by civil law and not by public law.  
 
The Swedish labour market is regulated by laws and collective agreements. There are no 
laws relating to wages and other remuneration, which are regulated only by collective 
agreements. The Government takes no responsibility for ensuring that collective 
agreements apply; it is the trade union organisations who must see to that every 
individual employer is bound by collective agreement based purely on the law relating to 
contracts. This can be done either when the employer joins an employer organisation that 
has a collective agreement with a trade union organisation for the work in question or 
through a direct agreement between the employer and the trade union concerned. Without 
collective agreement the employer and the employees can agree on any wage they like. 
However, if the Swedish law applies to the employment contract, the wages are not 
allowed to be unreasonably low. In practice, collective agreements are also normative in 
workplaces without collective agreements. 
 
The Government has thus left it to employees themselves to safeguard their own interests 
through their trade unions. The primary prerequisite of this is that the trade union 
organisations are representative and have effective tools to bring employers to sign 
collective agreements. When a collective agreement is in force, both social partners are 
obligated to maintain industrial peace. If there is no collective agreement between the 
social partners, the trade union organisation has full liberty of taking industrial action, 
including sympathy action, to bring the employer to conclude a collective agreement, 
whether there are any trade union members in the workplace or not. Even monitoring of 
the observance of the rules in the labour market is the responsibility of trade union 
organisations. There is governmental control and supervision in working environment 
issues. 
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We can notice that the Green Paper is mainly about labour law concerning the individual.  
It is positive that the EU carries out a review of the legal framework for protection of the 
individual in the labour market.  Yet it is important in this context to observe that the 
collective labour law and, especially, the role of social partners and their ability to 
cooperate are of essential importance when it comes to the possibilities of combining 
flexibility with security for workers.  This can be clearly seen in the Nordic labour 
markets, where the role of social partners and the employers’ willingness to negotiate and 
cooperate are a prerequisite of an efficient labour market model. 
 
The Government has an important role in enacting the fundamental laws in the field of 
labour legislation but the laws must be mainly formulated so as to serve as a basis. Where 
there is a need for adaptation to specific conditions, e.g. within different sectors, it must 
be possible to make such adaptations by means of negotiations and agreements between 
the social partners.  Such a combined system is a powerful instrument in increasing 
flexibility and adaptation to sectoral and local conditions.  However, this is based on the 
social partners’ willingness and ability to solve the problems – a fact that should be given 
special attention in the efforts to develop labour law at EU level. 
 
Changes in society  
When more and more countries open up their economies for market-oriented solutions, 
trade and investments, the pressure for structural change increases in society.  Increased 
pressure for changes implies also that there will be a greater risk of negative 
consequences and that their extent will be larger. If the readjusting capacity is low, there 
will be greater resistance to changes.  Increased pressure due to the general contemporary 
situation requires that the readjusting capacity must be improved.  If not, the resistance to 
changes will increase proportionally.  Consequently, the pressure for change, the 
resistance to change and the readjusting capacity are inter-dependent.  
 
If the methods to face the increased pressure from the general situation entail worsened 
conditions for the individual and impaired job protection, then we can be sure that there 
will be greater resistance to change.  The political trends indicate that the same workers 
who are mostly affected by the effects of the change will be the ones to bear most of the 
costs as well.  Such a policy will lead to increased resistance. 
 
A situation of transition in the labour market implies a shared responsibility for the 
parties involved:  the Government, the employer, the workers’ organisation and the 
individual.  It is the task of these parties to remove the resistance to changes that are 
needed in order to facilitate the necessary structural changes. But a prerequisite of the 
willingness and capacity to accept changes and readjustment is improved knowledge, 
insight, influence and security.  
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Questions 

 
 

1. The EU should concentrate on measures to increase the protection for 
workers with precarious work and to adopt the directive on temporary 
employment agencies. The possibility to choose between laws and 
collective agreements should always be included in the EU labour law. 
As regards priorities, we also refer to our further answers below. The 
Green Paper concentrates on individual labour law. We would also like 
to see more discussion and proposals on collective labour law. In this 
context, it is above all important to increase the involvement of trade 
unions in information, consultation and participation. This can be done 
by an upward harmonization of existing EU-rules so that workers’ 
influence will be more equal in different situations. 

 
2. Yes, in the combination with laws and collective agreements. General 

rules can be set by the laws and a necessary adaptation to specific 
situations in different sectors etc can be achieved by collective 
agreements. For collective agreements, the possibility to use semi-
mandatory rules is a necessity.  

 
By using minimum levels in EU directives, the situation in Member 
States without an adequate protection can be improved. In proposals for 
directives, the Commission should push for such a development but 
always in combination with the possibilities for better provisions 
nationally. Before actual proposals, the Treaty rules on social dialogue 
negotiations are mandatory. If there is a pressure from the Commission 
for directives, the social dialogue is a best first choice. 

 
3. Specific characteristics of both laws and collective agreements must be 

possible to reconsider according to the economic development. It is 
impossible to find an answer to this question common to 27 Member 
States. By creating semi-mandatory labour laws, possibilities are created 
for solutions adapted to a specific sector and accepted by both social 
partners. 

 
Concerning the size of the enterprise, labour market regulations in 
general should be the same, specifically concerning employment 
contracts and the conditions of work for the individual worker, 
irrespective of the size of the enterprise.  

 
4. The question of recruitment is not fundamentally about labour law. The 

employer needs either to recruit a full-time or a part-time worker, or to 
apply an open-ended or a fixed-time employment. It is more a question 
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of an active labour market policy to see to the matching of the demands 
and supply of different competences in the labour market. 

 
Anyhow, a discussion could be initiated on possibilities for an employee 
to have a right to take a leave from his/her employment, for a certain 
period, to test another employment, without losing his/her first 
employment if he/she, after this period, wants to go back. A system with 
a right to test new jobs could increase mobility, but it should be done 
without a reduction in the employment security.  

 
5. A well-designed, generally applicable unemployment insurance is a 

prerequisite, both its active and passive parts. It is a national question 
whether there is a need for a change in the employment security. The 
starting-point for a discussion on employment security should be that it 
is not the existing work as such that should be protected but the 
employee having that work. But for an acceptance of a period of 
unemployment, a high unemployment benefit and a quick and easy way 
to find the next employment is an absolute necessity. Whether workers 
accept changes in companies or whole branches of an economy is 
dependent upon the level of protection during a period of 
unemployment. 

 
6. A law allowing for educational leave is a first step. The remuneration 

during such a period, whether in law or in collective agreements, is a 
second step. Depending on the character of the training or education 
involved, the division of this remuneration between the employer, the 
employee and society should differ. Training which is necessary to be 
able to continue to perform one’s work should be the responsibility for 
the employer to pay for. The search for a more general education, not 
directly linked to the actual employment, must involve acceptance from 
the employee of a lower remuneration during such a period. A form of 
general subsidy from the society must be considered if there is a wish to 
stimulate life-long learning.  

 
7. The EU should keep its present practice of leaving the definition of 

worker to the Member States. The primary objective of this definition 
should be to avoid that economically dependent and subordinated 
persons lose the protection, normally awarded to an employee. Several 
factors have to be considered in order to find a complete assessment. 
Therefore the definition cannot be once and for all exact. Still the 
commission text discusses problems relevant to all Member States. 
False self-employment and what is called economically dependent work 
constitute real problems. These have to be discussed nationally and in 
the EU to try to find solutions. It is too early to say if there might be 
common solutions or if all solutions have to be national. The definition 
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used in social policy for cross-border worker mobility could be a 
starting-point for further discussions. 
 

8. The ILO Employment Relationship Recommendation (No.198, 2006) is 
the starting-point: namely to leave the nature and extent of protection 
given to workers in an employment relationship to be defined by 
national law and practice. Question number 8 should not have been 
stated in the actual way. It seems necessary to remind of the existence of 
two agreements that became directives, on fixed-term employments and 
part-time employments. These prohibit discrimination of such types of 
employments compared to full-time open-ended contracts. They are a 
floor of rights, as requested by the Commission, already decided by the 
EU decision-making bodies. The problem seems to be to have them 
fully implemented, applied and monitored. 
 
There is also a “floor” on the global level. In the ILO convention 
number 158 on Termination of employment, which ought to be ratified 
by all Member States, it is stated that for a termination of an 
employment there has to be “a valid reason for such termination 
connected with the capacity or conduct of the worker or based on the 
operational requirements of the undertaking, establishment or service”. 
Such a rule should definitely be included in coming rules for 
employment security in the EU. 

 
9. Yes, the principal contractor should have a liability for subcontractors. 

This is an effective and feasible way to establish the responsibility in the 
case of sub-contractors. A directive leading to such a liability seems to 
be the most efficient way to eradicate many of the misuses of labour in 
today’s labour market. It does not only increase the protection according 
to social law and collective agreements but would also improve tax 
collection and environmental protection. 

 
10. Yes. We are all waiting for a decision on the directive on temporary 

employments agencies! In Sweden we have managed to solve this 
question in a positive way with a clear identification of who is the 
employer and by concluding collective agreements with temporary 
employment agencies. The LO trade union agreements are founded on 
the principles in Article 1 of the proposed Directive, while those of the 
TCO trade unions have used the possibilities for exceptions given in the 
amended proposal for a Directive. 

 
11. The British opt-out is not in accordance with the Treaty and related 

directives on health and safety. The possibility of making the rules 
optional through collective agreements, e.g. as regards the prolonging of 
the period to calculate the 48 hour week, might be a solution that could 
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be used also for other rules of the directive. This method might resolve 
the problem of on call work being a part of working hours or not. 

 
12. The answer is partly the same as the one to question 7. The enterprise 

has to follow the rules according to the labour law in each country 
where it has an activity and a part of these rules is the definition of 
worker in that country. The observance of this is a part of the 
observance of the labour law in total, according to the practice in each 
country. It is important to guarantee a dividing line between worker and 
self-employed that does not create any in-between solutions, which can 
develop into “grey zones”. An unambiguous dividing-line is important 
not only for labour law but also for the implementation of social and tax 
legislation. 

 
13. The administrative co-operation must be improved and this concerns 

national as well as community law. The new common contact points 
according to the Services Directive can be a way of achieving this. The 
role of the social partners in implementing community rules differs 
widely between the Member States. But the tricky question is 
surveillance. Rules without surveillance risk to become without any 
effect and, therefore, a greater emphasis has to be put on 
implementation and monitoring of the rules. Wages and working 
conditions are especially hard to supervise when there are cross-border 
activities involved. Therefore, the co-operation between authorities of 
course must be improved but each Member State must take the 
responsibility itself and have the possibility of choosing how this 
surveillance shall be carried out. Trade unions thereby have an 
important role and the EU rules must not stop them from doing their 
work. In some Member States like Sweden and Denmark this 
surveillance is totally in the hands of the trade unions. Such a system 
can be more efficient than the one based on authorities and it must, 
therefore, be supported.  

 
14. Some of the undeclared work could be discovered and changed into 

declared work via the contact points according to the Services Directive. 
A strict dividing line according to the answer to question 12 is another 
tool to detect those who try to evade labour and social legislation. 
Referring to question 13, it is also easier to find undeclared work if the 
monitoring is in the hands of the trade unions. Of course, a close co-
operation is needed between the competent authorities and the social 
partners. 
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